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Abstract

Over the last decade, a new class of indirect measurement procedures has become increasingly popular in many areas of psychology. However, these implicit measures have also sparked controversies about the nature of the constructs they assess. One controversy has been stimulated by the question of whether some implicit measures (or implicit measures in general) assess extra-personal rather than personal associations. We argue that, despite empirical and methodological advances stimulated by this debate, researchers have not sufficiently addressed the conceptual question of how to define extra-personal in contrast to personal associations. Based on a review of possible definitions, we argue that some definitions render the controversy obsolete, whereas others imply fundamentally different empirical and methodological questions. As an alternative to defining personal and extra-personal associations in an objective sense, we suggest an empirical approach that investigates the meta-cognitive inferences that make a given association subjectively personal or extra-personal for the individual.

Despite the widespread use of self-report measures in various areas of psychology, many researchers tend to be skeptical about their practical usefulness for answering basic psychological questions. For instance, self-report measures have often been criticized for their susceptibility to self-presentation or socially desirable responding (Fazio, Jackson, Dunton, & Williams, 1995). In addition, some mental processes may be unconscious and therefore inaccessible to self-report (Nisbett & Wilson, 1977). For these reasons, psychologists have developed alternative measurement procedures with the goal of eliminating the aforementioned problems.

Over the last decade, a particular class of indirect measurement procedures has become increasingly popular in many areas of psychological research (for reviews, see Fazio & Olson, 2003; Petty, Fazio, & Briñol, forthcoming 2008; Wittenbrink & Schwarz, 2007). In contrast to standard self-report measures, these so-called implicit measures are based on experimental
paradigms derived from cognitive psychology, such as sequential priming (Neely, 1977) or response interference tasks (Kornblum, Hasbroucq, & Osman, 1990). The most prominent examples of these measures include Greenwald, McGhee, and Schwartz’s (1998) implicit association test (IAT) and Fazio et al.’s (1995) affective priming task. Other examples include semantic priming (Wittenbrink, Judd, & Park, 1997), the go/no-go association task (Nosek & Banaji, 2001), the affect misattribution procedure (Payne, Cheng, Govorun, & Stewart, 2005), and the extrinsic affective Simon task (De Houwer, 2003).

Although implicit attitude measures have been adopted in virtually all sub-disciplines of psychology, and although these measures have proven their usefulness in predicting judgmental biases and overt behavior (Fazio & Olson, 2003), the particular nature of the constructs assessed by these measures is still a subject of debate (Gawronski & Bodenhausen, 2007; Gawronski, LeBel, & Peters, 2007). One controversy has been stimulated by the question of whether implicit measures assess extra-personal rather than personal associations: that is, mental associations that, for some reason or other, may not be considered as part of a person’s true self. This argument has been made at various levels of generality, ranging from criticisms of particular kinds of implicit measures (e.g., Olson & Fazio, 2004) to implicit measures in general (e.g., Arkes & Tetlock, 2004).

The main goal of the present article is to scrutinize theoretical conceptualizations of personal and extra-personal associations. Specifically, we argue that the terms personal and extra-personal have not yet been well defined, which makes it difficult to evaluate empirical and methodological arguments in the ongoing debate about whether implicit attitude measures assess personal or extra-personal associations. More precisely, we claim that the debate regarding personal versus extra-personal associations involves at least three distinct though inter-related components. First, it involves a conceptual component that pertains to how personal versus extra-personal associations are defined in the first place. Second, it involves a methodological component that pertains to procedural aspects of different measurement paradigms, which may determine the relative impact of personal versus extra-personal associations on task performance. Third, it involves an empirical component that pertains to empirically obtained differences between measures that are assumed to assess personal versus extra-personal associations. Drawing on this distinction, we argue that, despite significant advances pertaining to methodological (Olson & Fazio, 2004; Nosek & Hansen, forthcoming 2008) and empirical (De Houwer, Custers, & De Clercq, 2006; Han, Olson, & Fazio, 2006) issues, researchers have not yet sufficiently addressed important aspects pertaining to the first question of how to define personal and extra-personal associations.

To address this limitation, the present article discusses the range and limits of different definitions of personal and extra-personal associations and their respective implications for methodological and empirical aspects.
of the current debate. This review will address definitions in terms of (a) endorsement, (b) representation, (c) activation, (d) function, and (e) origin. Although all of these definitions have their own intuitive appeal, we argue that each of them has unique implications for the ongoing debate, with some definitions rendering the controversy obsolete and others implying fundamentally different empirical and methodological questions.

**What are Personal and Extra-personal Associations?**

Before addressing different definitions of personal and extra-personal associations, it seems useful to specify the term association. For the sake of simplicity, we conceptualize associations as mental links between two concepts in memory. This definition is agnostic about how exactly associations and concepts are represented and therefore does not give any priority to associative network models (e.g., Greenwald et al., 2002; Petty, Briñol, & DeMarree, 2007), localist models (e.g., Read & Miller, 2002; Van Overwalle & Jordens, 2002), or parallel distributed processing models (e.g., Bassili & Brown, 2005; Conrey & Smith, 2007) of mental representation, as they have been discussed in the literature (see also Fazio, 2007). Nevertheless, our specification implies that associations are mental entities. For example, the natural co-occurrence between yellow and wasps has to be mentally represented in order to be assessable by a psychological measure of associations. If this ‘association’ is present only in the natural environment, but not represented in the mind of the participant, it cannot be assessed by any psychological measure (cf. Karpinski & Hilton, 2001).

In addition to specifying the term association, it is also important to spell out the criteria on which a satisfying definition of the terms personal and extra-personal would be based. Drawing on Quine and Ullian’s (1978) principles for evaluating the components of nomological networks, we argue that a useful definition should be sufficiently precise, such that it can unambiguously distinguish between objects that do versus do not belong to the category in question. For example, a definition of animal may be regarded as insufficiently precise if it cannot determine whether or not dogs would count as animals in terms of the definition. Precision, in turn, is closely related to two intuitive criteria that further contribute to unambiguous classifications. On one hand, a definition should be sufficiently inclusive, such that it does not exclude objects that would reasonably be regarded as exemplars of the category in question. For instance, a definition of animal may be regarded as insufficiently inclusive if dogs would not count as animals in terms of the definition. On the other hand, a definition should be sufficiently exclusive, such that it does not include objects that may be rejected as exemplars of the category in question. For example, a definition of animal may be regarded as insufficiently exclusive if tulips would be regarded as animals in terms of the definition. To be sure, the
latter two criteria are vague in that they are based on intuitive preconceptions of the category that needs to be defined. Nevertheless, they often play a significant role when it comes to evaluating the usefulness and plausibility of a given definition. From this perspective, the aforementioned principles are closely related to general meta-theoretical principles, most notably conceptual clarity and logical consistency of the overall nomological network (Quine & Ullian, 1978). These principles also provide the basis for the present endeavor of scrutinizing the range and limits of different definitions of personal versus extra-personal associations.

**Endorsement**

One possibility for defining personal and extra-personal associations is in terms of endorsement (e.g., Arkes & Tetlock, 2004; Gehring, Karpinski, & Hilton, 2003; Karpinski & Hilton, 2001). According to this definition, a given association is personal when it is explicitly endorsed by an individual. However, an association would be regarded as extra-personal if it is not endorsed. For instance, a mental association between the concepts African American and hostile would count as a personal association in terms of the definition if it is explicitly endorsed (e.g., if the statement ‘African Americans are hostile’ is explicitly affirmed). Conversely, it would count as an extra-personal association if it is not endorsed (e.g., if the statement ‘African Americans are hostile’ is explicitly rejected). This definition is based on a conceptualization of attitudes as evaluative judgments (Kruglanski & Stroebe, 2005), implying that only endorsed evaluations represent attitudes in terms of the proposed definition (for alternative conceptualizations of attitude, see Banaji, 2001; Eagly & Chaiken, 2007; Fazio, 2007).

A definition in terms of endorsement seems useful in that it provides a precise criterion for regarding a mental association as personal or extra-personal. Empirically, this criterion is reflected in the correspondence between implicit measures and explicit self-reports (for a review, see Hofmann, Gschwendner, Nosek, & Schmitt, 2005), in that implicit measures tapping personal associations should reveal high correspondence to self-reports, whereas implicit measures tapping extra-personal associations may be unrelated to self-reports. However, a definition in terms of endorsement also implies several problems. For instance, Olson and Fazio (2004) explicitly rejected a definition in terms of endorsement, as individuals may regard a given association as accurate, but nevertheless conceal their views in a self-report measure because of self-presentation or social desirability concerns. According to this view, the proposed criterion for personal associations seems overly exclusive, in that some associations would count as extra-personal in terms of the proposed definition even though they may reasonably be regarded as reflecting a person’s ‘true self.’ In addition, a definition in terms of endorsement seems extrinsic to the notion of
association, in that the personal or extra-personal character of an association is determined at the level of self-report rather than at the level of the associative representation (Gawronski & Bodenhausen, 2006a). In other words, the proposed definition implies that personal and extra-personal associations may be identical in terms of how they are represented in memory. Rather, their distinct nature would emerge only at the level of explicit judgments, such that some associations are explicitly endorsed whereas others are not.

These considerations have important implications for methodological and empirical questions of the current debate. As implicit measures generally do not assess the explicit endorsement of associations (De Houwer, 2006), the methodological question of how procedural variations reflect the relative impact of personal versus extra-personal associations translates into the question of measurement correspondence (i.e., whether procedural variations in implicit measures increase or decrease their correspondence with explicit self-reports). In line with this argument, a series of studies by Olson and Fazio (2004) showed that a ‘personalized’ variant of the IAT revealed higher correlations to explicit self-report measures compared to the standard variant proposed by Greenwald et al. (1998). Similar conclusions can be drawn for the empirical question regarding observed differences between implicit measures. From the perspective of the present definition, this issue translates into the question of whether effects obtained for self-report measures generalize to implicit measures that have shown high correlations with explicit self-report measures. In line with this reasoning, Han et al. (2006) demonstrated that evaluations that had been endorsed by other individuals in a brief video clip influenced participants’ scores on the standard variant of the IAT (Greenwald et al., 1998), although a ‘personalized’ variant of the IAT (Olson & Fazio, 2004) remained unaffected and in line with participants’ self-reported evaluations.

In summary, a definition in terms of endorsement implies that methodological and empirical questions regarding different measurement procedures translate into questions of measurement correspondence (i.e., the correspondence between explicit and implicit measures). However, such a definition seems extrinsic to the notion of association, moving the criterion from an intrinsic feature of mental associations to the extrinsic characteristic of being explicitly endorsed. In other words, whether or not an association is personal or extra-personal is not determined by how associations are represented in memory, but by the endorsement of these associations in self-reported evaluative judgments.

**Representation**

The extrinsic nature of a definition in terms of endorsement has led some researchers to advocate an intrinsic definition in terms of association representation. For example, with regard to evaluative associations, Olson and
Fazio (2004) argued that extra-personal associations are associations that are available in memory, but which are not part of one’s attitude toward a given object. Conversely, personal associations are those that are available in memory and do represent a part of one’s attitude. This conceptualization moves the focus onto the definition of attitude, which has experienced similar definitional controversies stimulated by the development of implicit attitude measures (Gawronski, 2007). From a general perspective, there are at least three definitions of attitude that seem relevant for the present discussion.

First, some researchers define attitude as the (endorsed) evaluative judgment of an object (e.g., Kruglanski & Stroebe, 2005). From the perspective of this conceptualization, the proposed definition of personal versus extra-personal associations reverts to the aforementioned one in terms of endorsement (Arkes & Tetlock, 2004; Gehring et al., 2003; Karpinski & Hilton, 2001), thereby transforming the intended intrinsic definition back into an extrinsic one. Needless to say, such a reversal has the same implications that have been discussed for a definition in terms of endorsement.

Second, some researchers define attitude as ‘a psychological tendency that is expressed by evaluating a particular entity with some degree of favor or disfavor’ (Eagly & Chaiken, 1993, p. 1; see also Eagly & Chaiken, 2007). From this perspective, personal associations are defined as those that do result in a tendency to evaluate an object with some degree of favor or disfavor. Conversely, to provide a precise distinction between personal and extra-personal associations, the latter would have to be regarded as those that do not result in such a tendency. The crucial question implied by this conceptualization is whether or not one is willing to interpret an individual’s response tendencies on an implicit measure as evaluative tendencies in terms of the proposed definition. If so, the proposed definition of personal associations may be regarded as overly inclusive because any association assessed by an implicit measure would count as a personal association. If not, one would have to specify further criteria that distinguish between response tendencies that do versus do not represent an attitude. To be sure, any equation of undifferentiated measurement scores with a psychological construct may be regarded as overly simplistic, given that performance on implicit measures is typically influenced by multiple distinct processes (Conrey, Sherman, Gawronski, Hugenberg, & Groom, 2005; Payne, 2001). However, to the degree that the relative contribution of these processes can be specified (e.g., Conrey et al., 2005), the lack of process purity does not qualify the argument that a rejection of the proposed equation between response tendencies on implicit measures and evaluative tendencies in terms of Eagly and Chaiken’s (1993, 2007) conceptualization requires additional criteria for such a rejection. To our knowledge, such restrictions have not yet been discussed in the literature on attitudes and implicit measures.
Third, some researchers defined *attitudes* as object–evaluation associations (Fazio, 1995, 2007), which is the definition preferred by Olson and Fazio (2004) when they specify extra-personal associations as associations that are available in memory, but which are not part of one’s attitude. However, this definition of personal associations may also be regarded as more inclusive than originally intended. If attitudes are simply defined as object–evaluation associations, then *any* association between an object and a given evaluation would count as an attitude, which would also include ‘extra-personal’ object–evaluation associations. Thus, in order to exclude extra-personal associations as a separate entity, the proposed definition requires further restrictions in the definition of attitudes as object–evaluation associations. Obviously, this restriction cannot by itself refer to the terms *personal* versus *extra-personal*, as such a specification would be circular given the lack of a precise definition of these terms. For instance, Fazio’s (2007) specification of the term *object–evaluation association* as referring to one’s summary evaluation of the object may be regarded as insufficient, given that the term *personal* is simply replaced by the unspecified qualifier *one’s*. Hence, even Fazio’s (2007) specification requires further restrictions to exclude extra-personal associations as a separate entity, as otherwise, any association between an object and a given evaluation would count as an attitude.

**Activation**

One possible restriction of the definition of attitudes as object–evaluation associations is automatic activation. In line with this restriction, Olson and Fazio (2004) argued that only personal object–evaluation associations tend to be activated automatically, whereas extra-personal object–evaluation associations are not activated automatically.

As with the proposed definition in terms of endorsement, a definition in terms of automatic activation seems useful in that it provides a precise criterion for regarding object–evaluation associations as personal or extra-personal. Nevertheless, even this definition implies some conceptual problems. First, in order to provide an unambiguous distinction between personal and extra-personal associations, the proposed definition would have to classify *any* object–evaluation association as extra-personal if it is not activated automatically. Such a classification of extra-personal associations seems overly inclusive, given that personal object–evaluation associations may vary in terms of their strength and thereby in their capacity to become automatically activated (Fazio, 2007). In other words, the proposed restriction would categorize some object–evaluation associations as extra-personal, although they could reasonably be regarded as reflecting a person’s ‘true’ attitudes or self.

Second, the proposed restriction in terms of automatic activation can acquire multiple meanings when it is applied to the question of whether implicit measures tap personal or extra-personal associations. As outlined
by Bargh (1994), the term *automatic* involves a total of four different components: lack of awareness; lack of intention; lack of controllability; and independence of cognitive resources. Importantly, these characteristics do not necessarily co-vary such that the presence of one property is associated with the presence of the others (see also Moors & De Houwer, 2006). Thus, few, if any, processes meet all four criteria of automaticity (Bargh, 1994; Moors & De Houwer, 2006). From this perspective, it seems useful to limit the proposed restriction to the most relevant features of automaticity instead of including all four characteristics. In line with this argument, Fazio (2007) argued that the most significant criterion is ‘inescapability,’ which is specified as unintentional activation even when the individual is attempting to engage in some other activity. Based on this specification, personal object–evaluation associations would be defined as those that are activated unintentionally. Conversely, extra-personal object–evaluation associations would have to be regarded as those that require intention to be activated. However, it is important to note that this conclusion stands in direct contrast to a definition in terms of endorsement, which links personal rather than extra-personal associations with intentionality.

Third, even if the notion of automaticity is narrowed to a limited number of the four criteria (e.g., intentionality), whether or not a given measure actually meets these criteria cannot be determined a priori by means of procedural characteristics of the task. As outlined by De Houwer (2006), any claims about features of automaticity represent empirical assumptions, which have to be tested as such. From this perspective, the methodological question of how procedural variations influence the relative impact of personal versus extra-personal associations translates into the question of whether task-related changes in measurement procedures co-vary with construct-related changes in features of automaticity. Moreover, the empirical question regarding observed differences between implicit measures translates into the question of how the obtained features of automaticity vary across measurement procedures, in that a given measure may meet one criterion of automaticity but not others. These differences would then form the premises for understanding empirically observed differences between implicit measures that are assumed to assess personal versus extra-personal associations (e.g., Han et al., 2006). Needless to say, these questions are quite different to the ones implied by a definition in terms of endorsement, which primarily concerns the relation of implicit measures to explicit self-reports. Moreover, given available evidence that many implicit measures can be influenced by intentional memory retrieval (e.g., Blair, Ma, & Lenton, 2001; Gawronski & Bodenhausen, 2005) and other strategic processes (e.g., Fiedler & Blümke, 2005; De Houwer, Beckers, & Moors, 2007; Klauer & Teige-Mocigemba, 2007), these measures would not meet the empirical criterion for assessing personal associations, as defined by the criterion of inescapability.
Another possible restriction on the definition of attitudes as object–evaluation associations pertains to functional properties. In line with such a definition, Olson and Fazio (2004) argued that an important functional value of attitudes resides in their capacity to quickly direct ‘attention, categorization, and ultimately behavior in a manner that maximizes the likelihood of the individual’s experiencing positive outcomes and avoiding negative ones’ (p. 655). From this perspective, object–evaluation associations would count as personal if they fulfill the aforementioned functions by actually influencing these processes. Conversely, to provide a clear and unambiguous distinction between personal and extra-personal associations, the latter would have to be regarded as those that leave these processes unaffected (see also Nosek & Hansen, forthcoming 2008).

At first glance, a functional specification of attitudes, and thus of personal object–evaluation associations, seems useful as it specifies a precise criterion that distinguishes between personal and extra-personal associations. Nevertheless, a definition of personal associations in terms of functional properties could be regarded as overly inclusive, given that object–evaluation associations reflecting cultural norms may also have the potential to influence the aforementioned processes. This notion plays a significant role in theories of attitude–behavior relations, stating that social norms influence the formation of behavioral intentions, and thereby actual behavior, above and beyond attitudes (for a review, see Ajzen & Fishbein, 2005). From this perspective, object–evaluation associations reflecting cultural norms would also count as personal in terms of a functional definition, although such associations might be regarded as not reflecting a person’s ‘true self.’

The proposed functional criterion also seems problematic when it is applied to the empirical and methodological components of the debate. First, as the proposed definition of extra-personal associations implies a general (i.e., unqualified) null effect in the prediction of attention, categorization, and behavior, it would be susceptible to all of the problems attendant to the interpretation of null effects. For example, in the case of implicit attitude measures, null effects in the prediction of behavior could reflect either reliable assessment of extra-personal associations or unreliable assessment of personal associations. Second, a definition in terms of the proposed functions may render the debate obsolete, if there is no a priori criterion that excludes an individual’s responses on the implicit measure as one particular example of behavior. Strictly speaking, implicit measures do not directly assess associations. Rather, these measures assess mental constructs indirectly by means of behavioral responses that are presumably influenced by associations. From this perspective, a definition in terms of functional properties would make the controversy obsolete, as any association would have to be regarded as personal as soon as it somehow influences behavioral responses on an implicit measure.
In response to these arguments, one could object that a definition in terms of function does not include any type of behavior, as implied by our discussion, but only behavior ‘that maximizes the likelihood of the individual’s experiencing positive outcomes and avoiding negative ones’ (Olson & Fazio, 2004, p. 655). Given this restriction, personal object–evaluation associations could be defined as those that are beneficial for achieving these outcomes, whereas extra-personal associations might be regarded as those that do not fulfill this function. Although this additional restriction resolves most of the aforementioned issues, it still implies a conceptual problem. In general, the valence of a given outcome is not defined a priori, but only with reference to a particular goal. Thus, one and the same behavior can lead to positive or negative outcomes, depending on the particular goal that is used to evaluate the behavior. For instance, taking heroin may be regarded as functional in its capacity to produce positive outcomes, if the goal is to reduce heroin-related drug cravings. However, taking heroin can also be regarded as dysfunctional in its capacity to produce negative outcomes, if the goal is to maintain one’s health. Hence, the proposed restriction to behaviors that are functional in achieving positive outcomes and avoiding negative ones remains insufficiently precise, as the valence of a given outcome, and thus the functionality of the behavior leading to that outcome, is not defined without reference to a particular goal. Moreover, a functional distinction between ‘personal’ and ‘extra-personal’ associations could even be conceived of as a temporal division within the person (rather than between the person and an extra-personal entity), such that behaviors based on activated associations at one time are not in the interests of the same individual at a later time (Ainslie, 2001).

A possible objection against this argument is that our treatment of positive and negative outcomes as objective properties may be overly restrictive, such that the functional value of attitudes may simply reside in their capacity to ease approach-avoidance decisions (rather than to promote positive and prevent negative outcomes in an objective sense). However, even this limitation seems overly inclusive, as cultural norms or evaluative responses of other individuals may fulfill the same function. This conclusion echoes our earlier argument that social norms tend to influence intentions and behavior above and beyond attitudes (for a review, see Ajzen & Fishbein, 2005), making the two constructs indistinguishable from a mere functional point of view. Given these limitations, a functional restriction of the term attitude seems insufficient for a representational definition of personal and extra-personal associations.

**Origin**

A fifth possible definition of personal versus extra-personal associations refers to the origin of a given association. In line with such a description, some researchers have linked the notion of extra-personal associations to
cultural or normative influences. For instance, in the domain of evaluative associations, extra-personal associations have sometimes been conceptualized as associations that reflect evaluations endorsed by other individuals, which may or may not correspond to one’s personal evaluations (e.g., Han et al., 2006). In a similar vein, other researchers have described extra-personal associations as those stemming from empirically observed ‘associations’ in one’s environment, which also may or may not reflect one’s personal beliefs (e.g., Arkes & T etlock, 2004; Gehring et al., 2003; Karpinski & Hilton, 2001).

Although this description may seem intuitively plausible, we consider it the least defensible. From a theoretical perspective, a definition in terms of origins can be translated into one referring to the causes that have created a given association in the first place (e.g., evaluations endorsed by others or observed ‘associations’ in the environment). If the cause is external to the individual, the association can be regarded as extra-personal. In contrast, if the cause is internal to the individual, the association would count as personal. As outlined by Olson and Fazio (2004), the crucial problem with this definition is that there is no a priori criterion that would specify where exactly one has to stop in the chain of causes and effects (see also Banaji, 2001; Banaji, Nosek, & Greenwald, 2004). Similar to the problem of causal inference in attribution research, any internal (or intra-personal) event that is used to explain a given outcome can be further explained by a preceding external (or extra-personal) event (Malle, 1999). For instance, the ‘personal’ inference that the ‘extra-personal’ association between the concepts African American and hostile is inaccurate could always be related to an external event, such as education in egalitarian values or exposure to friendly African Americans. Frankly, any mental association could be somehow related to an external event, which implies that all associations would have to be regarded as extra-personal according to the proposed definition, making the distinction between personal and extra-personal associations obsolete.

Are There Alternative Approaches?

Our analysis suggests that defining personal and extra-personal associations is not an easy task. Nevertheless, one could object that our discussion of descriptive, categorical definitions is too restrictive, in that it ignores possible alternative approaches to understanding personal and extra-personal associations. In the following sections, we discuss four such approaches: (a) empirical description, (b) operational definitions, (c) combined criteria, and (d) continuous definitions.

Empirical description

In response to the problems associated with the reviewed definitions, one could propose that all of these descriptions can be easily changed into
empirical assumptions about personal and extra-personal associations. For instance, one could argue that personal, in contrast to extra-personal, associations are more likely to be explicitly endorsed; more likely to be activated automatically; more likely to serve the functions of directing attention, categorization, and behavior; and more likely to stem from personal inferences or experiences rather than inferences or experiences by other individuals. From this perspective, the reviewed statements about personal and extra-personal associations would not represent definitions, as suggested in our analysis. Instead, they would represent empirical assumptions about personal and extra-personal associations that can be tested just like any other empirical assumption. In fact, one could argue that all of the reviewed descriptions of personal and extra-personal associations may have never been intended as definitions but as empirical statements. In this case, most of the problems highlighted by our analysis would become irrelevant, as they primarily apply to definitions but not to empirical statements. At the same time, however, the deplored lack of a definition would become even more problematic, as it would imply that two undefined labels have been used to interpret empirical results obtained with implicit measures. In other words, an empirical reinterpretation of the reviewed descriptions still requires a clear specification of what personal and extra-personal associations are to begin with. Without such a definition, it would remain unclear what entities these statements are referring to, making empirical tests of these assumptions strictly impossible. Hence, it seems important to clearly define the notions of personal and extra-personal associations and to indicate whether a given statement about personal or extra-personal associations should be regarded as part of their definition or as an empirical assumption. If a statement is intended as part of a definition, it may also be useful to take into account the discussed criteria (i.e., precision, inclusiveness, and exclusiveness) for a useful definition.

Operational definitions

Another possibility to deal with the problems implied by the reviewed descriptive definitions is to adopt an operational definition of personal and extra-personal associations. From this perspective, the two types of associations are not defined by descriptive statements regarding their nature, but by the measurement procedures that are used to assess personal and extra-personal associations. For instance, personal associations could be defined as the associations that are assessed with particular measurement procedures, such as the personalized variant of the IAT (Olson & Fazio, 2004) or affective priming (Fazio et al., 1995). Conversely, extra-personal associations could be defined as those assessed by other types of measures, such as the cultural norms variant of the IAT (Yoshida, Peach, Spencer, & Zanna, 2007). As with the aforementioned empirical reinterpretation, an operational approach to defining personal and extra-personal associations
would circumvent most of the problems outlined for the reviewed descriptive definitions. Nevertheless, even an operational definition of the two types of associations is not without problems.

First, any operational definition implies the risk of infinitely multiplying the number of constructs, which would violate Occam’s principle of parsimony, stating that the number of postulated constructs should be kept as low as possible (see Quine, 1963). This issue has its precedent in the literature on implicit measures, in that explicit and implicit measures have sometimes been postulated to assess two distinct attitudes that are stored independently in memory (e.g., Wilson, Lindsey, & Schooler, 2000). This assumption has been criticized by several scholars, who argued that dissociations between the two types of measures do not necessarily indicate the existence of two distinct attitudes in memory (e.g., Fazio & Olson, 2003; Gawronski & Bodenhausen, 2006b; Petty et al., 2007). Instead, these dissociations can be easily explained by process models of attitudes and evaluation, which propose only a single attitude to explain the same set of empirical findings.

Second, any equation of a construct with the outcome of a measurement procedure necessarily treats the measurement procedure as process pure. However, this assumption of process purity stands in contrast to the insight that virtually any measurement procedure involves the operation of multiple distinct processes. This conclusion also applies to implicit measures, which have been shown to be affected by several processes other than activated associations (e.g., Conrey et al., 2005; Payne, 2001). From this perspective, an operational definition of personal and extra-personal associations runs the risk of oversimplification by equating the construct that needs to be defined with a conglomerate of multiple processes that goes far beyond the to-be-defined construct.

**Combined criteria**

Another possible objection against our theoretical analysis is that even though none of the discussed criteria seems sufficient for providing a satisfying distinction between personal and extra-personal associations, a combination of multiple necessary criteria could possibly meet this requirement. This objection echoes our earlier argument regarding a definition in terms of representation, such that the implications of this definition depend on the preferred conceptualization of attitude. Moreover, given a conceptualization of attitudes as object-evaluation associations (Fazio, 1995, 2007), a definition in terms of representation still needs to specify further restrictions for the term object-evaluation association, as otherwise any object–evaluation association would count as personal in terms of the proposed definition. Two possible restrictions that have been discussed in this context are activation and function. Thus, the objection that our discussion treats the five criteria as mutually exclusive is not entirely
correct, given the discussed necessity of combining criteria for a definition in terms of representation.

Notwithstanding the importance of further restrictions for a definition in terms of representation, it is important to note that one must be cautious in combining criteria, as such combination can result in empty categories. For instance, definitions that imply that all associations are personal (e.g., function) or extra-personal (e.g., origin) do not leave any room for the respective alternative category. Thus, a combination of such contradictory definitions would result in empty categories for both personal and extra-personal associations, such that no association can be regarded as either personal or extra-personal. Needless to say, such a specification is even more exclusive than the individual definitions that underlie the combination of criteria.

Continuous definitions

Another possible objection is that our emphasis on distinct categories may be too rigid, given that most conceptual distinctions in social and cognitive psychology may actually reflect continua. For instance, the notion of cognitive elaboration is obviously a matter of degree rather than two distinct categories of high versus low elaboration. In a similar vein, the distinction between personal and extra-personal associations may be a matter of degree, such that associations may be more or less personal. Notwithstanding the intuitive plausibility of this objection, it seems important to distinguish between conceptual and empirical aspects of a definition. To be sure, a theoretically specified distinction between two concepts may be a matter of degree at the empirical level, such that the presence of their defining features can be more or less pronounced. However, this does not imply that the defining features themselves are a matter of degree at the conceptual level. For instance, although cognitive elaboration may be a matter of degree at the empirical level, the term *cognitive elaboration* still requires a precise and unambiguous definition of what cognitive elaboration is in the first place. Thus, although theoretical distinctions between two constructs may turn out to be continuous at the empirical level, their definitions nevertheless have to provide a clear distinction between the two at the conceptual level. This is also true for any definition of personal and extra-personal associations, which should provide an unambiguous, categorical distinction at the conceptual level, although this categorical distinction may manifest itself in a continuous manner at the empirical level.

The Moral Side of the Debate

Irrespective of our particular conclusions, it is important to note that definitional issues cannot be resolved empirically. Simply put, the question of how to define psychological concepts is one of consensus, not empirical
discovery, and in this sense must be resolved through dialogue. Needless to say, the primary goal of such dialogues should be conceptual clarity and logical consistency of the overall nomological network. This has been the focus adopted in the present review, in which we tried to illustrate the range and limits of different possible definitions from a conceptual point of view. However, with regard to the debate about personal and extra-personal associations, the scientific dialogue is likely influenced by a second, non-scientific concern. Given that any description of a given association as personal or extra-personal involves a notion of personal responsibility, the scientific debate may be shaped by moral considerations that go far beyond the quest for conceptual clarity and logical consistency. Such moral considerations have become increasingly important with evidence of the impact of associative knowledge on overt behavior, even when these behaviors may be disregarded as driven by ‘extra-personal’ forces (Bargh & Ferguson, 2000; Strack & Deutsch, 2004). Given these findings, the question of how to define personal and extra-personal associations involves a strong moral component, in that any answer to this question has the potential to influence judgments of personal responsibility. A striking example of this issue is the current debate of whether police officers should be held responsible for the stronger tendency to pull the trigger of their guns in response to Black compared with White individuals (e.g., Correll, Park, Judd, & Wittenbrink, 2002; Greenwald, Oakes, & Hoffman, 2003; Payne, 2001). Whereas a definition in terms of endorsement may refer to the potential lack of intention in classifying the mental associations leading to this tendency as extra-personal (cf. Arkes & Tetlock, 2004), a definition in terms of activation may cite the same lack of intention as evidence for the personal nature of these associations and thus for the true nature of the person pulling the trigger (cf. Payne, Jacoby, & Lambert, 2005). Needless to say, this discussion goes far beyond the scientific discourse on how to define a psychological construct.

Conclusions

In their discussion of different kinds of implicit attitude measures, Olson and Fazio (2004) noted ‘some conceptual fuzziness’ (p. 659) pertaining to the distinction between personal and extra-personal associations. The main goal of the present article was to address this fuzziness by scrutinizing different possible definitions of personal versus extra-personal associations. Specifically, we argued that the controversy regarding the nature of the associations assessed by implicit measures involves three distinct though interrelated components: (a) a conceptual component that pertains to the definition of personal versus extra-personal associations; (b) a methodological component that pertains to how procedural variations influence the relative impact of personal versus extra-personal associations on task performance; and (c) an empirical component that pertains to empirically
obtained differences between measures that are assumed to assess personal versus extra-personal associations. Our central argument is that the current debate has primarily focused on the second and third components, but has not sufficiently addressed important questions pertaining to the first one.

To address this concern, we reviewed five possible definitions of personal and extra-personal associations in terms of (a) endorsement, (b) representation, (c) activation, (d) function, and (e) origin. Our discussion revealed that, even though all of these definitions have their own intuitive appeal, each of them has unique implications for the ongoing debate. Whereas some definitions render the controversy obsolete by implying that all implicit measures, by definition, exclusively assess either personal associations (e.g., a definition in terms of function) or extra-personal associations (e.g., a definition in terms of origin), others move the resulting methodological and empirical questions in fundamentally different directions (i.e., correspondence between explicit and implicit measures; features of automaticity). Moreover, the only two definitions that do not seem to make the distinction entirely obsolete (endorsement and activation) are partially inconsistent with each other, in that one of them links personal associations to intentionality (endorsement), whereas the other links personal associations to un intentionality (activation). However, even these two definitions involve significant conceptual problems. Whereas a definition in terms of endorsement employs a criterion that is extrinsic to the notion of mental associations, a definition in terms of activation may be regarded as overly exclusive, given that even personal object-evaluation associations may vary in terms of their strength, and thereby in their potential of becoming automatically activated. In fact, the proposed equation of personal associations with those that are activated automatically seems rather distant from prior discussions in social and cognitive psychology, in which association activation has traditionally been linked to the concepts of availability, accessibility, salience, and applicability (Higgins, 1996; Förster & Liberman, 2007) rather than the personal or extra-personal nature of associations.

What implications do these conclusions have for theoretical and empirical investigations using implicit measures? In our own research, we have rejected the objective notion implied by the reviewed definitions of personal and extra-personal associations (e.g., Gawronski & Bodenhausen, 2006a). Instead, we suggest a process-based approach in which the ‘personal’ or ‘extra-personal’ character of an association is determined subjectively by the individual. Similar to recent developments in the debate on free will, shifting from the question of whether free will exists in an objective sense to the empirical question of how people come to experience free will (Wegner & Wheatley, 1999), the question in our model is not whether personal or extra-personal associations exist in an objective sense, but how people come to consider an association as part of their true self and thus as either personal or extra-personal. From this perspective, the question is
not how to conceptualize personal and extra-personal associations as objective entities of empirical observation, but which processes contribute to people’s subjective conclusion that a given association is personal or extra-personal. Although this approach may appear superficially similar to a definition in terms of endorsement, the two approaches differ in that the latter aims at identifying features of associations that make them personal or extra-personal in an objective sense, whereas our approach focuses on the psychological processes that make a given association subjectively personal or extra-personal for the individual.

In our view, a given individual may regard a mental association as personal to the degree that he or she perceives this association as accurate or valid (Gawronski & Bodenhausen, 2006a). Subjective validity, in turn, is assumed to be the result of a process of propositional reasoning, in which the individual assesses the consistency of this association with all other relevant information that is momentarily activated (e.g., Gawronski, Peters, Brochu, & Strack, forthcoming 2008). If the association is consistent with that information, it will likely be regarded as valid. However, if the association is inconsistent with other accessible information, inconsistency has to be resolved to avoid uncomfortable feelings of cognitive dissonance (see Festinger, 1957). Depending on the momentarily employed inconsistency resolution strategy, dissonance may be reduced by a rejection of the association as invalid (Gawronski & Strack, 2004). In such cases, the association itself may be attributed to external sources that could be deemed questionable, which makes that association subjectively ‘extra-personal’ for the individual. These processes resemble the ones that have recently been investigated under the label authorship attribution (e.g., Dijksterhuis, Preston, Wegner, & Aarts, forthcoming 2008). According to this view, the personal or extra-personal character of a given association is not defined by objective features of its representation, as implied by the reviewed attempts to define personal and extra-personal associations in an objective manner. Instead, the personal or extra-personal character of an association is purely subjective, such that it depends on the outcome of meta-cognitive processes of source attribution (i.e., me vs. not me). From this perspective, any use of the terms personal or extra-personal as objective descriptions of mental entities seems misleading, as it implicitly suggests that there are two types of associations that are inherently distinct.

Despite our rejection of the distinction between personal and extra-personal associations in objective terms, it is important to note that our analysis does not negate meaningful differences between different measurement procedures currently used by psychologists. In fact, there is accumulating evidence that minor variations in measurement procedures can have significant influences on task performance and the resulting scores (e.g., De Houwer et al., 2006; Han et al., 2006; Nosek & Hansen, forthcoming 2008; Olson & Fazio, 2004). However, given the lack of a clear definition, any explanation of these differences as reflecting a differential impact of
personal versus extra-personal associations seems circular. Drawing on proposals emphasizing the role of procedural characteristics of implicit measures (e.g., De Houwer, 2006), we argue that it may be more useful to relate empirically obtained differences between measures to operational features of their measurement procedures. For example, in our own research, we have investigated how the presence versus absence of a response interference component determines the relative impact of accessible content versus accessibility experiences (Gawronski & Bodenhausen, 2005) and enhanced stimulation of associations (Deutsch & Gawronski, forthcoming) on implicit measures. This approach is in line with the methodological and empirical implications of the discussed definition in terms of activation, in that both call for systematic investigations of the relation between operational characteristics of measurement procedures and different features of automaticity. However, the proposed approach differs from a definition in terms of activation, such that it rejects the replacement of these features (e.g., intentionality) with the yet-to-be-defined terms personal and extra-personal.

Another possibility is implied by our re-interpretation of the terms personal and extra-personal as referring to the subjective outcome of meta-cognitive inferences rather than objective features of associations. Specifically, one could argue that the outcome of these inferences may be stored in associative memory. Depending on the particular conclusion drawn by an individual (i.e., that a given association is personal or extra-personal), these meta-cognitive associations may then differentially affect measures that have been argued to assess personal versus extra-personal associations (cf. Han et al., 2006; Olson & Fazio, 2004). It is important to note, however, that such meta-cognitive associations may be better described as a person’s attitude self-concept (i.e., a stored representation of an individual’s meta-cognitive conclusion about the nature of his or her attitude toward a given object). Such attitude self-concepts are distinct from attitudes per se, in that attitude self-concepts are simply descriptive and do not involve an evaluative response to the attitude object. Thus, measures that have been claimed to provide purer reflections of ‘personal’ associations (e.g., Olson & Fazio, 2004) may in fact assess people’s self-concept of their attitudes rather than attitudes per se. To be sure, this conceptual re-interpretation is speculative at this point and future research is needed to determine its validity. In any event, we believe that empirical investigations focusing on the processes underlying implicit measures will provide deeper insights into the mechanisms that are responsible for previously obtained differences between measures relative to labelling these differences as reflecting personal versus extra-personal associations. In addition, research may shift from current attempts to conceptualize personal and extra-personal associations in an objective sense to investigating the meta-cognitive processes that lead people to conclude that a given association is personal or extra-personal.
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